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Disclaimer 
Paladin Blockchain Security (“Paladin”) has conducted an independent audit to verify the integrity 
of and highlight any vulnerabilities or errors, intentional or unintentional, that may be present in 
the codes that were provided for the scope of this audit. This audit report does not constitute 
agreement, acceptance or advocation for the Project that was audited, and users relying on this 
audit report should not consider this as having any merit for financial advice in any shape, form or 
nature. The contracts audited do not account for any economic developments that may be pursued 
by the Project in question, and that the veracity of the findings thus presented in this report relate 
solely to the proficiency, competence, aptitude and discretion of our independent auditors, who 
make no guarantees nor assurance that the contracts are completely free of exploits, bugs, 
vulnerabilities or deprecation of technologies. Further, this audit report shall not be disclosed nor 
transmitted to any persons or parties on any objective, goal or justification without due written 
assent, acquiescence or approval by Paladin. 

All information provided in this report does not constitute financial or investment advice, nor 
should it be used to signal that any persons reading this report should invest their funds without 
sufficient individual due diligence regardless of the findings presented in this report. Information is 
provided ‘as is’, and Paladin is under no covenant to the completeness, accuracy or solidity of the 
contracts audited. In no event will Paladin or its partners, employees, agents or parties related to 
the provision of this audit report be liable to any parties for, or lack thereof, decisions and/or 
actions with regards to the information provided in this audit report.  

Cryptocurrencies and any technologies by extension directly or indirectly related to 
cryptocurrencies are highly volatile and speculative by nature. All reasonable due diligence and 
safeguards may yet be insufficient, and users should exercise considerable caution when 
participating in any shape or form in this nascent industry. 

The audit report has made all reasonable attempts to provide clear and articulate 
recommendations to the Project team with respect to the rectification, amendment and/or revision 
of any highlighted issues, vulnerabilities or exploits within the contracts provided. It is the sole 
responsibility of the Project team to sufficiently test and perform checks, ensuring that the 
contracts are functioning as intended, specifically that the functions therein contained within said 
contracts have the desired intended effects, functionalities and outcomes of the Project team. 

Paladin retains full rights over all intellectual property (including expertise and new attack or 
exploit vectors) discovered during the audit process. Paladin is therefore allowed and expected to 
re-use this knowledge in subsequent audits and to inform existing projects that may have similar 
vulnerabilities. Paladin may, at its discretion, claim bug bounties from third-parties while doing so. 
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1  Overview 
This report has been prepared for Travala on the Ethereum network. Paladin 
provides a user-centred examination of the smart contracts to look for 
vulnerabilities, logic errors or other issues from both an internal and external 
perspective. 

1.1  Summary 

1.2  Contracts Assessed 

Project Name Travala

URL https://www.travala.com/nft

Platform Ethereum

Language Solidity

Name Contract
Live Code 
Match

CardBase In CardManager and CardNft contracts

CardManager 0x1aa1721906d500fae4ed78a3534a40a69d29dfde

CardNft 0x55700cd2e91f39bc56f589b346dac12a7907ea08

PriceConsumerV3 In CardManager contract MATCH

MATCH

MATCH

MATCH
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1.3  Findings Summary 

Classification of Issues 
 

Severity Found Resolved
Partially 
Resolved

Acknowledged 
(no change made)

6 6 - -

2 1 - 1

7 5 - 2

10 8 - 2

Total 25 20 - 5

 High

 Medium

 Informational

 Low

Severity Description

Exploits, vulnerabilities or errors that will certainly or probabilistically lead 
towards loss of funds, control, or impairment of the contract and its 
functions. Issues under this classification are recommended to be fixed with 
utmost urgency.

Bugs or issues that may be subject to exploit, though their impact is 
somewhat limited. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed as soon as possible.

Effects are minimal in isolation and do not pose a significant danger to the 
project or its users. Issues under this classification are recommended to be 
fixed nonetheless. 

Consistency, syntax or style best practices. Generally pose a negligible level 
of risk, if any.

 High

 Medium

 Low

 Informational
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1.3.1 CardBase 

1.3.2 CardManager 

ID Severity Summary Status

01 getPasscode can be bypassed in permission checks

02 _passcode can be read directly using getStorageAt

03 _passcode can be obtained from the transaction that calls 
setPasscode

RESOLVED

HIGH RESOLVED

HIGH
RESOLVED

HIGH

ID Severity Summary Status

04 _passcode can be obtained from transaction that calls 
buyInNative/buyInAva

05 Excess amounts paid are not refunded in buyInNative

06 buyInNative will revert if _beneficiary and/or 
_communityPoolWallet is a smart contract without a fallback 
function or with fallback function that costs more than 2300 gas

07 Purchases using AVA will revert if _discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent 
is set to a value above 100

08 Possible loss of precision in getNativeCoinPriceInUsdCent

09 setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent allows setting of arbitrary AVA token 
price

10 User purchases will revert if _giveBackToCommunityPercent is set 
to a value above 100

11 Max supply of cards can be purchased in a single transaction by a 
smart contract caller

12 Lack of adhering to checks-effects-interactions during card minting

13 setMaxSupplyForSale should not allow _maxSupplyForSale to be 
set less than _cardNumForSaleMinted

14 State variables can be set as immutable

15 Unnecessary non-zero address check for buyer_ in 
mintAfterPayment

16 Unnecessary check of user’s AVA token balance in buyInAVA

17 Lack of event emissions for sensitive changes

LOW

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

LOW

ACKNOWLEDGED

ACKNOWLEDGEDLOW

INFO

INFO

INFO

INFO

RESOLVED

MEDIUM

INFO

LOW

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

LOW

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

HIGH

RESOLVED

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW
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1.3.3 CardNft 

1.3.4 PriceConsumerV3  

ID Severity Summary Status

18 adminTransferToken can transfer a token from any user to any user 
by owner

19 adminBurnCard allows the burning of any user’s NFT token by 
owner

20 Owner can pause token transfers, minting and burning

21 Lack of event emissions for sensitive changes

HIGH RESOLVED

MEDIUM

RESOLVED

RESOLVEDINFO

HIGH

RESOLVED

ID Severity Summary Status

22 Lack of positive non-zero check for int256 value for price

23 Lack of oracle price staleness checks

24 fakePrice could be used if the contract is deployed on a chainID 
that is not supported

25 priceFeed can be set to public

INFO

INFO RESOLVED

RESOLVED

RESOLVED

INFO

RESOLVED

LOW
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2  Findings 

2.1 CardBase 

The CardBase contract is inherited by the CardManager and CardNft contracts. It 
contains some authorization roles and checks for privileged functions, as well as 
some logic regarding a PIN code. 

2.1.1 Privileges 

The following functions can be called by the owner: 
• grantAuthorized 

• revokeAuthorized 

• pause 

• unpause 

• setPasscode 

• renounceOwnership 

• transferOwnership 
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2.1.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #01 getPasscode can be bypassed in permission checks

Severity

Description Although the getPasscode function is supposed to only allow the 
owner or whitelisted addresses in _authorizedAddressList to get 
the private _passcode state variable, it can be bypassed by passing 
the owner address, or any of the whitelisted addresses, as the 
userAddr_ parameter.

Recommendation Correct the permission check to use _msgSender() instead: 

require( 

  _msgSender()  == owner() ||  

_authorizedAddressList[_msgSender() , 

  "CardBase: unauthorized getPasscode" 

); 

This does not solve the actual issue of access control to the 
_passcode as there are still other ways for unauthorized parties to 
obtain the _passcode. 

Alternatively, consider removing the passcode functionality as a 
form of authentication.

Resolution  
The passcode related code has been removed.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #02 _passcode can be read directly using getStorageAt

Severity

Description Although _passcode is set as private, it can still be read by directly 
reading the storage of the contract, such as using the getStorageAt 
method. 

https://web3js.readthedocs.io/en/v1.2.11/web3-
eth.html#getstorageat

Recommendation Consider removing the passcode functionality as a form of 
authentication.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The passcode related code has been removed.

RESOLVED

Issue #03 _passcode can be obtained from the transaction that calls 
setPasscode

Severity

Description The initial _passcode is set as the following in the source code 

uint256 internal _passcode = 34872373481; 

If the _passcode is changed by the owner by calling the 
setPasscode, it will be possible to get the new passcode by looking 
at the parameter passed in the transaction.

Recommendation Consider removing the passcode functionality as a form of 
authentication.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The passcode related code has been removed.

RESOLVED
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2.2 CardManager 

CardManager inherits CardBase, and is the contract used by users to purchase card 
NFTs. There is a private sale which can be enabled or disabled by the owner. If 
enabled, the buyer has to be whitelisted, and has to have enough cards allowed for 
purchase. If disabled, the sale will be public, and anyone can purchase as long as 
within the limit of maximum purchases per address. In both cases, there is a check 
to ensure that the amount purchased does not cause the number of cards to be 
purchased to exceed the maximum supply. 

Purchases can be done in AVA tokens or native coin, and purchasing with the former 
can have a discount, defined by the owner.  

The price in AVA tokens is calculated based on the card price in USD cents and the 
AVA price in USD cents, which are set by isAuthorized roles. 

The price in native coin is calculated based on the card price in USD cents, which is 
set by isAuthorized roles, and nativeCoinPriceInUsdCent, which is obtained 
from the Chainlink oracle. 

mintAfterPayment is a privileged function which allows isAuthorized roles to 
mint cards which have been purchased off chain. 

After deployment, the owner of the CardManager contract has been transferred to 
a multi-sig set up. 2 out of 3 signatures are required to approve any transaction. 
The client has declined to reveal who the multi-sig holders are. 
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2.2.1 Privileges 

The following functions are privileged functions callable by the owner: 
• setCardSaleInfo 

• setCardPriceUsdCent 

• setPurchaseInAvaEnabled 

• setMaxSupplyForSale 

• setGiveBackToCommunityPercent 

• setCommunityPoolWallet 

• setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent 

• setBeneficiary 

• setPrivateSaleEnabled 

• setMaxAllowableCardsForPublicSale 

The following functions are privileged functions callable by isAuthorized (owner 
and _authorizedAddressList): 

• setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent 

• setMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale 

• batchSetMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale 

• mintAfterPayment 
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2.2.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #04 _passcode can be obtained from transaction that calls 
buyInNative/buyInAva

Severity

Description For normal users to purchase a card NFT, they would need to enter 
the correct _passcode. However, for users who do not know the 
passcode, they can still obtain it by looking at other purchase 
transactions that enter it.

Recommendation Consider removing the passcode functionality as a form of 
authentication.

Resolution  
The passcode related code has been removed.

RESOLVED

HIGH SEVERITY
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Issue #05 Excess amounts paid are not refunded in buyInNative

Severity

Location Line 385 

require( 

   msg.value >= totalToPay, 

   "CardManager: user-transferred amount not enough" 

);

Description In buyInNative, there is a check that ensures that msg.value is at 
greater than or equal to the totalToPay. If the amount of Ether sent 
is greater than totalToPay, it will not be refunded to the user.

Recommendation Consider making the change to ensure that the exact amount of 
Ether is sent. 

require( 

   msg.value == totalToPay, 

   "CardManager: user-transferred amount not correct" 

);

Resolution  
The team will ensure that the frontend will have the same price as 
the amount to pay when creating the transaction to sign for the user.

ACKNOWLEDGED

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #06 buyInNative will revert if _beneficiary and/or 
_communityPoolWallet is a smart contract without a fallback 
function or with fallback function that costs more than 2300 gas

Severity

Location Line 395~ 

_beneficiary.transfer(msg.value - giveBack); 

if (giveBack > 0 && _communityPoolWallet != address(0)) { 

    _communityPoolWallet.transfer(giveBack); 

}

Description In buyInNative, giveBack and the sale amount is sent in the form 
of native Ether instead of ERC20 tokens, using the transfer 
function, which has a gas limit of 2300 gas. 

If either of the addresses are smart contracts that lack a fallback 
function, or have a fallback function that costs more 2300 gas, 
buyInNative will revert.

Recommendation Consider using wrapped Ether instead of native Ether.

Resolution  
The following change has been made to use call instead of transfer: 

uint256 giveBack = (msg.value * _giveBackToCommunityPercent) 

/ 100; 

(bool success, ) = _beneficiary.call{ value: (msg.value - 

giveBack) }(""); 

require(success, "CardManager: ETH transfer to beneficiary 

failed"); 

if (giveBack > 0 && _communityPoolWallet != address(0)) { 

    (bool success2, ) = _communityPoolWallet.call{ value: 

giveBack }(""); 

    require( 

      success2, 

      "CardManager: ETH transfer to communityPoolWallet 

failed" 

    ); 

} 

Do note that the transaction will still revert if either beneficiary or 
communityPoolWallet are smart contracts without a fallback 
function.

RESOLVED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #07 Purchases using AVA will revert if 
_discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent is set to a value above 100

Severity

Location Line 307~ 

totalAvaTokensToPay = 

        totalAvaTokensToPay - 

        ((totalAvaTokensToPay * 

_discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent) / 100);

Description The initial value of _discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent is 5, but can be 
modified by the owner using the 
setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent, which lacks any upper limit 
checks. If set to a value above 100, it would cause the following 
statement to revert due to a subtraction underflow.

Recommendation Add a maximum limit of 100, or any other reasonable maximum 
limit below 100, in setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The following check has been added: 

require( 

      discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent_ <= 100, 

      "CardManager: Invalid discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent_" 

    );

RESOLVED
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Issue #08 Possible loss of precision in getNativeCoinPriceInUsdCent

Severity

Description The value returned by getThePrice, which is obtained from 
Chainlink, is given in 8 decimals. In getCurrentPrice, it is divided 
by 10**8. 

Line 463~ 

function getCurrentPrice() public view returns (int256) { 

    return getThePrice() / 10**8; 

} 

Then, in getNativeCoinPriceInUsdCent, it is multiplied to give the 
price in cents (2 decimals for dollars). 

Line 272 

uint256 nativeCoinPriceInUsdCent = 

uint256(getCurrentPrice()) * 100; 

The division by 10**8 results in loss of precision in cents. 

Example: 

getThePrice returns $10.90 for the native price, which will be 
1090000000. 

getCurrentPrice will return 1090000000 / 10 ** 8 = 10.9, 
which will be rounded down to 10 as solidity has no support for 
floating point. 

nativeCoinPriceInUsdCent will be 10 *100 = 1000, instead of 
1090. This results in a precision loss of approximately 9%.

Recommendation Consider calculating nativeCoinPriceInUsdCent by dividing 
getThePrice by 10 ** 6 instead of 10 ** 8.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The following change has been made for more precision: 

uint256 nativeCoinPriceInUsdCent = uint256(getThePrice() / 

10**6);

RESOLVED
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Issue #09 setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent allows setting of arbitrary AVA 
token price

Severity

Description setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent is a privileged function which allows 
any isAuthorized to set the AVA token price to any price, including 
zero. 

If the price is zero, buyInAva will always revert. 

If the price is set to something non-zero but very low, it can result in 
buyers getting more tokens deducted than they expected, especially 
if the CardManager contract has been granted unlimited allowance 
for the AVA token by the buyer.

Recommendation The buyInAva function should include an extra parameter that takes 
in the expected number of AVA tokens for the purchase, which can 
be calculated by the web frontend. This has to match the 
totalAvaTokensToPay. Doing so will prevent mismatch in pricing if 
the AVA token price is changed before the user’s transaction is 
finalized on chain.

Resolution  
No change was made to avoid price mismatching possibility on the 
frontend and contract if setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent is called 
while the user is trying to make a purchase.

ACKNOWLEDGED

LOW SEVERITY
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Issue #10 User purchases will revert if _giveBackToCommunityPercent is set 
to a value above 100

Severity

Description The initial value of _discountWhenBuyInAvaPercent is 5, but can be 
modified by the owner using the 
setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent, which lacks any upper limit 
checks. If set to a value above 100, it would cause the following 
statement to revert due to a subtraction underflow. 

Line 322~ 

uint256 giveBack = (totalAvaTokensToPay * 

_giveBackToCommunityPercent) / 

      100; 

    _avaToken.safeTransferFrom( 

    _msgSender(), 

    _beneficiary, 

    totalAvaTokensToPay - giveBack 

); 

 

Line 394~ 

uint256 giveBack = (msg.value * _giveBackToCommunityPercent) 

/ 100; 

_beneficiary.transfer(msg.value - giveBack);

Recommendation Add a maximum limit of 100, or any other reasonable maximum 
limit below 100, in setGiveBackToCommunityPercent.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
The following check has been added: 

require( 

      giveBackToCommunityPercent_ <= 100, 

      "CardManager: Invalid giveBackToCommunityPercent_" 

    );

RESOLVED
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Issue #11 Max supply of cards can be purchased in a single transaction by a 
smart contract caller

Severity

Location Line 120~ 

require( 

        (_cardNumPerWalletMinted[wallet_] + cardAmount_) <= 

         _maxAllowableCardsForPublicSale, 

        "CardManager: max allowable cards per wallet for 

public sale exceed" 

);

Description Although there is a check to ensure that the limit of cards per wallet 
is not exceeded, it would still be possible to exceed this and mint up 
to the _maxSupplyForSale in a single transaction. 

This can be done by using a smart contract to call multiple smart 
contracts, with each smart contract that is being called purchasing 
up to the _maxAllowableCardsForPublicSale.

Recommendation Consider allowing only externally owned addresses (EOA) to call the 
buyInNative and buyInAVA functions. This can be done with the 
following: 

require(msg.sender == tx.origin);

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
_maxSupplyForSale can be adjusted so this would not be an issue 
where someone can purchase the entire supply.

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #12 Lack of adhering to checks-effects-interactions during card minting

Severity

Description In buyInAVA, buyInNative and mintAfterPayment, functions that 
will call mint, which in turn call safeMint, which would do an 
external call if the recipient address is a smart contract, the 
external call is done before updating the card amounts minted for 
the wallet and total cards minted. If there are no reentrancy 
preventive measures, it would allow for the minting of more than the 
_maxSupplyForSale or _maxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale. 

Example 
Line 405~ 

if (cardAmount_ > 1) { 

    mintedTokenIdList = _cardNft.mintCardMany(_msgSender(), 

cardAmount_); 

} else { 

    uint256 mintedTokenId = _cardNft.mintCard(_msgSender()); 

    mintedTokenIdList[0] = mintedTokenId; 

} 

_cardNumPerWalletMinted[_msgSender()] += cardAmount_; 

_cardNumForSaleMinted += cardAmount_; 

Reentrancy is prevented by the nonReentrant modifier used for 
buyInAVA and buyInNative, and while mintAfterPayment does not 
have the nonReentrant modifier, it is a privileged function which 
would require the authorized address calling the function to be a 
smart contract to abuse it.

Recommendation Increment the state variables by making the state changes before 
the mint calls are done. 

_cardNumPerWalletMinted[_msgSender()] += cardAmount_; 

_cardNumForSaleMinted += cardAmount_;  

if (cardAmount_ > 1) { 

    mintedTokenIdList = _cardNft.mintCardMany(_msgSender(), 

cardAmount_); 

} else { 

    uint256 mintedTokenId = _cardNft.mintCard(_msgSender()); 

    mintedTokenIdList[0] = mintedTokenId; 

}

INFORMATIONAL
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Resolution  
The above functions have been modified to make the state change 
before the external call.

RESOLVED

Issue #13 setMaxSupplyForSale should not allow _maxSupplyForSale to be 
set less than _cardNumForSaleMinted

Severity

Description setMaxSupplyForSale only checks if _maxSupplyForSale is non 
zero, but allows it to be set to a value below 
_cardNumForSaleMinted. Although setting it to a value less than 
_cardNumForSaleMinted would only prevent any further purchases, 
it would display that the _cardNumForSaleMinted has exceeded the 
_maxSupplyForSale.

Recommendation Add the following check: 

require(maxSupplyForSale_ >= _cardNumForSaleMinted, 

"CardManager: Invalid maxSupplyForSale_");

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
The recommended check has been added.

RESOLVED
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Issue #14 State variables can be set as immutable

Severity

Description The following state variables are set in the constructor and never 
modified after: 
-  _cardNft 
- _avaToken 

They can be set to immutable to save gas costs.

Recommendation Add the immutable keyword when declaring the state variables.

Resolution  
The state variables above have been made immutable.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #15 Unnecessary non-zero address check for buyer_ in 
mintAfterPayment

Severity

Description The following require statement is unnecessary as there is the 
same check in the internal _mint function of ERC721 which ensures 
that the address to mint to is not the zero address. 

Line 434 

require(buyer_ != address(0), "CardManager: invalid 

buyer_");  

ERC721::280~ 

function _mint(address to, uint256 tokenId) internal virtual 

{ 

    require(to != address(0), "ERC721: mint to the zero 

address"); 

https://github.com/OpenZeppelin/openzeppelin-contracts/blob/
master/contracts/token/ERC721/ERC721.sol#L281

Recommendation Consider removing the unnecessary require statement.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #16 Unnecessary check of user’s AVA token balance in buyInAVA

Severity

Location Line 314 

require( 

    totalAvaTokensToPay <= 

_avaToken.balanceOf(_msgSender()), 

    "CardManager: user balance does not have enough AVA 

tokens" 

);

Description The above require statement in buyInAVA is an unnecessary check 
as ERC20 transfers will revert if the user does not have enough 
balance.

Recommendation Consider removing the unnecessary require statement.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

ACKNOWLEDGED
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Issue #17 Lack of event emissions for sensitive changes

Severity

Description There is a lack of event emission for the following functions that 
result in sensitive changes and the behavior of the contract. 
- setCardPriceUsdCent 

- setPurchaseInAvaEnabled 

- setMaxSupplyForSale 

- setGiveBackToCommunityPercent 

- setCommunityPoolWallet 

- setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent 

- setBeneficiary 

- setPrivateSaleEnabled 

- setMaxAllowableCardsForPublicSale 

- setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent 

- setMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale 

- batchSetMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale

Recommendation Emit events with the changed values.

Resolution  
Events have been added to the functions.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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2.3 CardNft 

CardNFT inherits CardBase, and is the ERC721 contract for the NFT cards that are 
purchased through the CardManager. 

2.3.1 Privileges 

The following functions are privileged functions callable by the owner: 
• setTokenTransferPaused 

• setBaseURI 

• adminBurnCard 

• adminTransferToken 

The following functions are privileged functions callable by isAuthorized (owner 
and _authorizedAddressList): 

• mintCard 

• mintCardMany 

• airdrop 
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2.3.2 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #18 adminTransferToken can transfer a token from any user to any 
user by owner

Severity

Description Using the privileged function adminTransferToken, the owner is 
able to transfer any card from any address to any address. This 
could result in the loss of user funds due to the improper transfer of 
cards.

Recommendation Confirm if this is intended behavior. 

If it is intended, the owner should be a secure multisig 
implementation to prevent undesirable actions due to the issues 
such as the owner’s private key being leaked/stolen.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The owner of the contract is now a multi-sig set up where 2 out of 3 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. However, the 
client has declined to reveal who the multi-sig holders are.

RESOLVED
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Issue #19 adminBurnCard allows the burning of any user’s NFT token by 
owner

Severity

Description Using the privileged function adminBurnCard, the owner is able to 
burn any card owned by any user. This could result in the loss of 
user funds due to the improper burning of cards.

Recommendation Confirm if this is intended behavior. 

If it is intended, the owner should be a secure multisig 
implementation to prevent undesirable actions due to the issues 
such as the owner’s private key being leaked/stolen.

Resolution

HIGH SEVERITY

 
The owner of the contract is now a multi-sig set up where 2 out of 3 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. However, the 
client has declined to reveal who the multi-sig holders are.

RESOLVED
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Issue #20 Owner can pause token transfers, minting and burning

Severity

Description The contract owner can call setTokenTransferPaused to pause all 
token transfers, minting and burning. 
- setTokenTransferPaused 
- setBaseURI

Recommendation Confirm if this is intended behavior. 

If it is intended, the owner should be a secure multisig 
implementation to prevent undesirable actions due to the issues 
such as the owner’s private key being leaked/stolen.

Resolution  
The owner of the contract is now a multi-sig set up where 2 out of 3 
signatures are required to approve any transaction. However, the 
client has declined to reveal who the multi-sig holders are.

RESOLVED

MEDIUM SEVERITY
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Issue #21 Lack of event emissions for sensitive changes

Severity

Description There is a lack of event emission for the following functions that 
result in sensitive changes and the behavior of the contract. 
- setCardPriceUsdCent 
- setPurchaseInAvaEnabled 
- setMaxSupplyForSale 
- setGiveBackToCommunityPercent 
- setCommunityPoolWallet 
- setDiscountWhenBuyInAvaPercent 
- setBeneficiary 
- setPrivateSaleEnabled 
- setMaxAllowableCardsForPublicSale 
- setAvaTokenPriceInUsdCent 
- setMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale 
- batchSetMaxAllowableCardsForPrivateSale

Recommendation Emit events with the changed values.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

 
Events have been added to the functions.

RESOLVED
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2.4 PriceConsumerV3 

PriceConsumerV3 uses Chainlink Oracle’s AggregatorV3Interface to get the price 
depending on the chain it is deployed on. The price is used by CardManager to get 
the native coin price in USD. 
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2.4.1 Issues & Recommendations 

Issue #22 Lack of positive non-zero check for int256 value for price

Severity

Description getThePrice gets the lastestRoundData from Chainlink which is 
then returned as an int256. This means that the value could 
possibly be negative. As it is casted into a uint256 in CardManager, 
it could result in a huge value if the original int256 value is negative.

Recommendation Add a check in getThePrice to ensure that price > 0.

Resolution

LOW SEVERITY

 
A check to ensure that the price is greater than zero has been 
added.

RESOLVED

Issue #23 Lack of oracle price staleness checks

Severity

Description There is a lack of price staleness checks, which could result in a 
stale price being used.

Recommendation Confirm if stale prices should be accepted. If stale prices are not 
acceptable, consider adding the following checks 

- Check if answeredInRound is equal to roundId. If it is, the answer 
is fresh. 
https://docs.chain.link/docs/faq/#how-can-i-check-if-the-answer-
to-a-round-is-being-carried-over-from-a-previous-round 

- Check if the answer’s updatedAt falls within an acceptable range. 

Do note that adding these checks and reverting if they are not 
fulfilled will result in any other contract’s functions that calls the 
PriceConsumerV3 contract for the price to revert too.

Resolution  
The client has stated that stale price is acceptable.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL
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Issue #24 fakePrice could be used if the contract is deployed on a chainID 
that is not supported

Severity

Description If the contract is deployed on a chain with the chainID that is not 1, 
4, 56 or 97, fakePrice will be returned. This could be an issue if 
the contract is ever used on these other chains.

Recommendation In production, check the code related to the fakePrice before 
deploying. Additionally, the priceFeed address can be passed as a 
parameter in the constructor.

Resolution  
The client has stated that the contracts will only be deployed on 
Ethereum and Binance Smart Chain.

RESOLVED

INFORMATIONAL

Issue #25 priceFeed can be set to public

Severity

Description Setting the priceFeed state variable to public would make it easier 
for users to check what the actual priceFeed contract address is.

Recommendation Consider making priceFeed public.

Resolution

INFORMATIONAL

RESOLVED
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